This is a preliminary report on a sampling method for finding the lowest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunc tion of Schrodinger's equation. The t heory underlying the pro cedure is explained and two cases treated numerically. Although the initial results are encouraging, more experimentation will be needed to fully test the practicality of t he method.
Introduction
Certain problems leading to complicated partial or integro-differential equations have recen tly been approached and some actually solved by u tilizing various probability techniques and sampling methods. Collectively these methods have become known as the " Monte Carlo" method.
The problems to which Monte Carlo techniques have been applied seem to be divided into two types. Typical of the first type is the problem of neutron diffusing in material media in which the particles are subj ected not only to certain deterministic influences but to random influences as well. In such a problem, the Monte Carlo approach consists in permitting a " particle" to play a game of chance, the rules of the game being such that the actual deterministic and random features of the phy ical process are step by step exactly imitated by the game. By considering very large numbers of particles, one can answer such quest ions as the distribution of the particles at the end of a certain period of time, the number of particles to escape through a shield of specified thickness, etc. One important characteristic of the preceding approach is that the fun ctional equation describing the diffusion process is bypassed completely, the probability model used being derived from the process it elf.
A more sophisticated application of Monte I The preparation of this paper was sponsored (in part) by the Office of Naval Research ,
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Carlo methods is to the problem of finding a probability model Or game whose solution is r elated to the solution of a partial differential equation, or, as in the pre ent paper, to determine the lea t eigenvalue of a differential operator by means of a sampling proce s. As an example of how the latter problem might be attacked, we quote from a paper of M etropolis and Ulam : 2 "For example, as sugges ted by F ermi, the time independen t chriidinger equation
could be tudicd as follows. R eintroduce time dep endence by considering U(X,y, z,t) = c/J(x ,y ,z)e-Xt ; then, U will obey the equation
Thi la t equation can be interpreted, however, as describing the b ehavior of a system of particles each of which p erform a random walk, i. e., diffuses isotropically and at the same time is subj ect to multiplication, which is determin ed by the value of the point function V. If the solution of the latter equation corresponds to a spatial mod e multiplying exponentially in time, the examination of the spatial part · will give the desired cp(x,y,z) -corresponding to the lowest' eigenvalue'
The main purpose of the present paper is to present an alternative method for finding the lowest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenfunction of Schrodinger's e9.uation. The chief difference b etween the two approaches is that ours involves only a random walk eliminating entirely th e multiplicative process. This alteration in the model seems to simplify the numerical aspects of the problem, especially if punch ed card equipmen t is to b e used. Apart from the possible numerical simplification, the m ethod is based on a mathematical theory that in itself is of som e interest. is such that r' " r' " e-a-stda (J" (a,t) 
where 1/; (x) is the fundamental solution of th e differential equation The fundamental solution 1/; (x) of (3) is expresible in terms of the normalized eigenfunction 3 We have since learned that Dr. G. W . King has made similar calculalations nsing a closely related method.
• M. Rac, On distribntions of certain Wiener funetionals, Trans. Am. Math . Soc. 65, 1 to 13 (1949) .
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{ (f j(x)} and eigenvalues Xj of the one-dimensional Schrodinger eigenvalue problem 5 (4) as (5) Thus from (5 and 2) (6) Inver ting (6) with respect to s we get, and therefore we obtain th e expression for Xl, (8) If in (7) we n eglect all terms in th e expansion but th e first, we obtain or 10g{ 1/;1 (0) I-" ' ", fl (x) (a,t) . (9) Thus, if, by choosing a finite t , we attemp t to calculate Xl from (8), we have two sources of error. The first, usually a small source of error, is from the exponen tials neglected in th e expansion (7). The second, and more importan t, is from neglecting th e term (l /l)log {fl (O~f-"'", fl (x)dx}. This latter source of error is esp ecially significant, sin ce, as will b e apparent shortly, it is impractical from other points of view to take t very large. All of this difficulty may be obviated by con sidering (7) for two distinct values of t, say i l and tz, th en , if we neglect the exponentials after the first as b efore, we get on dividing
The : Monte Carlo process consists in th e calculation of u (a ,tl ) and u(ah) by a sampling process .
If instead of u (a ,t) we consider th e limiting distribution ut (a,t ) of the random variable (ll ) then ut(a,t ) al so satisfi es (2 and 3) , but now th e condition f' (+ 0)-f' (-0) = -2 is r eplaced by f' (~+ ) -f' (~-) = -2 . Therefore, repefLtin g steps (4 to 7), we ge t Thus so that we are also able to calculate th e principal eigenfunction.
The extension of th e preceding m ethod to multidimensional Schrodinger equations is immediate. I t is in these cases th at the m ethod will probably prove to b e most useful since, unlik e th e standard variational procedures, th e ex tension to several dimensions seems to cause comparatively li t tl e difficulty. For illustrative purposes we will consider Sehrodinger's . In exactly the same way as in th e one dimensional case, we arrive at and f l (~, TJ, r) f l (0, 0, 0) So far , the th eory was earried ou t und er th e assumption tha t the po tential fun cLion V was nonn egative. In most cases of physical inter est this is no t so. For th e hych'ogen atom, for instance H owever , th e modification is easy , although we hav e no t as yet clear ed up all th e points of mat hematical ri gor.
The formula for th e lowes t eigenvalue now becomes and a corresponding modification n eeds to be made in the formula for the principal eigenfunction. 'We have not y et t es ted numerically any case with a negative potential function, bu t we hop e to b e able to report on thi s in th e neal' fu ture .
III. Numerical Examples a n d Discussion
Th e Monte Carlo procedure used h er e consists in the calculation of the distribution function u(a ,t ) by a sampling process; the principal eigenvalue is then calculated from (10 ). For the purposes of numerical illustration we consider two examples, V (x) = x 2 and V (x) =l xI. In both of these cases the eigenvalues are known, and hence we have a check on the accuracy of our procedure. In order to calculate u(a,t), say when V(x) = x 2 , we see from (1) that we must consider the limiting distribution as n~ co of (14) This means from our point of view that we must (a) choose a distribution for the X's, (b) choose a sufficiently large n, (c) select an appropriate t, (4) calculate for nt X's the normalized sum (14), (5) repeat (4) many times, so that the empirical distribution may be obtained from these many samples.
Although, under the conditions mentioned previously, the distribution function u(a,t ) is independent of the distribution of the X's , the actual numerical calculation of u(a,t) is expedited by choosing the distribution of the X's to be th e Bernoulli distribution, i. e., 1 P (X= I) = P(X=-I ) = -.
2
The sequence of random variables Xl, X 2, X 3, is then a sequence of + l's and -1's, such as might be obtained in coin tossing. This is conveniently and rapidly achieved on a calculating machine by considering sequences of random digits, counting even digits + 1 and odd digits -1.
The value of n to b e used must b e large enough so that the empirical distribution function calculated is close to the theoretical limiting distribution function u(a,t ). From (10) we see that the two values of t, t l , and t2, to be used in the calculation of }.. must be large enough so that the exponential terms neglected are sufficiently small.
However, since the sample size is nt, the desire to make both nand t large must be tempered by practical considerations. The number of samples to be used must be large enough so that the empirical distribution adequately represents u(a,t). Before discussing these points in more detail we consider an actual numerical computation. The following data for V(x) = x 2 and V(x) =l xl were calculated from a certain set of random digits 6 on the IBM Electronic Calculating Punch, Type 604. For both x 2 and Ixl n was selected to be 400,
• This 'set of random digits was prepared by t he RAND Oorporation, Santa.Monica, Calif. 554 tl = 5, t2=3.75, and 100 samples were used. In -------------- In orderto calculate AJ from (10)wen eed the values of roo e-adaff (a ,tJ ) and rro e-«daff (a,t 2 An intere ting feature of t he data is that column B2, for example, may b e thought of as arising from n = 2000 , t = l ; n = 1000, t= 2, etc., as well as from n = 400, t = 5. Th e larger we take n, the closer will be the empirical distribution to ff (a,t) . The value of!oOO e-«d aff (a,t ) in the case t = l , and V ex) = x 2 can be calculated exac tly and, t o three place , is 0.678. Calculating this integral from column B2 with n = 2000 , t= I , we get 0.685.
Instead of using B ernoulli distribu ted variables, one might use other distributions. One definite advantage of Bernoulli dis tributed variables is that the computation utilizes only the crudest properties of the random digits, i. e., whether they are even or odd. One possible advantage for certain other distributions is that n might not have to be taken so large. In particular this should be true if we use Gaussian distributed variables. RAND Gaussian deviates were used in constructing table 2. Here we chose t1 = 3.75, t2= 5 as before , but now n = 100 . Tllis means samples of size 500 ins tead of 2000 and therefore a total machine computation time of 9 hours for 100 samples.
Envisaging the possibility of calculating the econd eigenvalue, we considered the quantities whereas the exact value is 3/ 2 ·l2= 2.12. Th e poor agreement co uld have been expected in view of low accuracy in the calculation of AI'
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In conclusion, we thank E. C. Yowell, of the National Burea u of Standards, for wiring the boards and for excellent supervision of all th e punched card work.
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